Find out how PIPEMINDER-S can transform the
way you manage your supply pipelines today
Visit syrinix.com for more details or
call us at +1 905 973 6117

About Syrinix
Syrinix is an award-winning leader in providing
intelligent pipeline monitoring solutions.
For over 12 years Syrinix has been leading the way in the development
and delivery of a suite of monitoring solutions, providing utilities with
the information they need, when they need it, to manage and calm
their networks effectively.
By combining high resolution data with automated analysis and
alerts, utilities are now able to increase the resilience of their
networks, including reducing leakage and breaks and extending
asset lifetimes, all while lowering operating costs.
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PRODUCT BROCHURE

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS
ESSENTIAL PRESSURE AND FLOW LOGGING
FOR TRANSFORMED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
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PIPEMINDER-S transforms the way utilities manage their networks by providing data
for informed decision making, extending asset lifetimes and reducing leaks and breaks.
Delivering 24/7 high resolution pressure and flow data with a 5 year battery life,
PIPEMINDER-S is a compact IP68 rated logging device. Extending the functionality
of a standard logger with optional, sophisticated analytics, PIPEMINDER-S provides
basic data reporting plus visibility of pressure transients, negative pressure spikes,
breaks and other network stresses that are invisible with lower resolution monitoring.

4.25 in

1.93 in

Weight: 2 lb 1 oz

*Dependant on configuration, figure based on default settings

PIPEMINDER-S intentionally provides alerts and high resolution data only when
needed, avoiding data overload. Combining significant functionality into one device
allows users to avoid the costs of purchasing both basic and more advanced
solutions separately. With PIPEMINDER-S, users can choose one device
that provides exactly the insights needed.

PIPEMINDER-S integrates into RADAR, Syrinix’s cloud
based portal for data analysis. Available online on any
device, RADAR is powerful yet easy to use, providing rich
data analysis and reporting.
Along with automated email or SMS alerts for critical
events, RADAR can also export data via FTP into your
SCADA systems.
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